Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman
Lee Kong Chian Faculty of Engineering and Science (LKC FES)
Guidelines on FYP Poster Competition (D3E/DCI/DCL/DMBE/DMME/DIECS/DMAS/DS)
1. The poster competition is held twice annually, towards the end of every long trimester.
2. The poster competition contributes 5% towards the FYP assessment.
3. All FYP-II students are required to take part in the competition.
4. Short-listing of posters will be done by special review committees at the departmental
and faculty levels (taking into consideration of the recommendations by supervisors).
5. All short-listed posters will be printed by week 12/13.
6. The poster competition (presentation of the poster) for all short-listed students will be
conducted in week 13 (Tentatively Wednesday).
7. During the poster presentation, students are not asked to demonstrate their products.
They may use the photo of their projects (if necessary).
8. The poster competition will be assessed by a special panel appointed by the faculty
(including invited judges).
9. There will be 3-6 tracks/categories for poster evaluation (across the faculty).
10. Top TWO/THREE posters under each category are to be identified based on the
marks given during the event.
11. There are TWO/THREE prizes under each category and certificates for all short-listed
posters.
12. Students under group posters have to share their prizes.
13. The sponsorship can be from UTAR research centres, faculty, department, faculty
club or society, donation from lecturer and companies. In the future, with more
external collaborations, this poster competition is expected to become more fruitful for
the university and the students
FYP Poster Tracks/categories (Subject to change)
1. Sustainable development and green technology
2. Social Studies and Project Management
3. Software Design and Prototypes
4. Theoretical/Experimental Sciences
5. Applied Mathematics, Process Automation and Simulation
6. Applied Engineering
In addition to the above tracks, the poster with the most number of likes will be
awarded the ‘Most liked poster award’.
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